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Several nozzle concepts that promise a gain in performance over existing conventional nozzles are
discussed in this paper. It is shown that signi cant performance gains result from the adaptation of the
exhaust  ow to the ambient pressure. Special attention is then given to altitude-adaptive nozzle concepts,
which have recently received new interest in the space industry. Current research results are presented
for dual-bell nozzles and other nozzles with devices for forced  ow separation and for plug nozzles with
external freestream expansion. In addition, results of former research on nozzles of dual-mode engines
such as dual-throat and dual-expander engines and on expansion – de ection nozzles are shown. In general,
 ow adaptation induces shocks and expansion waves, which result in exit pro les that are quite different
from idealized one-dimensional assumptions. Flow phenomena observed in experiments and numerical
simulations during different nozzle operations are highlighted, critical design aspects and operation conditions are discussed, and performance characteristics of selected nozzles are presented. The consideration
of derived performance characteristics in launcher and trajectory optimization calculations reveal signi cant payload gains at least for some of these advanced nozzle concepts.
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I.

Introduction

HE reduction of Earth-to-orbit launch costs in conjunction
with an increase in launcher reliability and operational
ef ciency are the key demands on future space transportation
systems, like single-stage-to-orbit vehicles (SSTO ). The realization of these vehicles strongly depends on the performance
of the engines, which should deliver high performance with
low system complexity.
Performance data for rocket engines are practically always
lower than the theoretically attainable values because of imperfections in the mixing, combustion, and expansion of the
propellants. Figure 1 illustrates the different loss sources in
rocket engine nozzles. The examination and evaluation of
these loss effects is and has for some time been the subject of
research at scienti c institutes and in industry. Table 1 summarizes performance losses in the thrust chambers and nozzles
of typical high-performance rocket engines: The SSME- and
Vulcain 1 engine1 (Space Shuttle main engine, Rocketdyne
hydrogen – oxygen engine and hydrogen – oxygen core engine
of European Ariane-5 launcher). Among the important loss
sources in thrust chambers and nozzles are viscous effects because of turbulent boundary layers and the nonuniformity of
the  ow in the exit area, whereas chemical nonequilibrium
effects can be neglected in H 2 – O 2 rocket engines with chamber
pressures above p c = 50 bar.1 Furthermore, the nonadaptation
of the exhaust  ow to varying ambient pressures induces a
signi cant negative thrust contribution (see Figs. 2 – 4). Ambient pressures that are higher than nozzle wall exit pressures
also increase the danger of  ow separation inside the nozzle,
resulting in the possible generation of side loads. A brief description of state-of-the-art prediction methods for both phenomena is given.
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Table 1

Performance losses in conventional rocket nozzles

Losses

Vulcain 1,
%

SSME,
%

0.2
1.1
1.2
1.0
0 – 15

0.1
0.6
1.0
0.5
0 – 15

Chemical nonequilibrium
Friction
Divergence, nonuniformity of exit  ow
Imperfections in mixing and combustion
Nonadapted nozzle  ow
a

a

Other loss sources also shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

Flow phenomena and loss sources in rocket nozzles.

Fig. 2 Rocket nozzle  ow elds during off-design operation: a)
overexpanded  ow RL10A-5 engine and b) underexpanded  ow
Saturn-1B, Apollo-7 (Photographs, United Technologies Pratt &
Whitney, NASA).

Fig. 4

Flow phenomena for a conventional rocket nozzle.

The main part of the paper addresses different nozzle concepts
with improvements in performance as compared to conventional
nozzles achieved by altitude adaptation and, thus, by minimizing
losses caused by over- or underexpansion. Several concepts for
the altitude adaptation of rocket nozzles exist in the literature and
these are considered in this paper in more detail.2 – 4 This discussion of advanced nozzles includes nozzles with inserts for controlled  ow separation, two-position nozzles, dual-bell nozzles,
dual-expander and dual-throat nozzles, expansion– de ection nozzles, and plug nozzles. In the past, practically all of these concepts
–
have been the subject of analytical and experimental work.5 7
Although bene ts in performance were indicated in most of the
available publications, none of these nozzle concepts has yet been
used in existing rocket launchers. This may change in the near
future, because a rocket engine with a linear plug nozzle is foreseen as the propulsion system for the Lockheed Martin lifting
body RLV X-33 concept.

II.
Fig. 3 Performance data for nozzle of Vulcain 1 engine (design
parameters of Vulcain 1 nozzle: « = 45, p c/ p amb = 555, r̄ = 5.89).

Conventional Nozzles

Conventional bell-type rocket nozzles, which are in use in
practically all of today’s rockets, limit the overall engine per-
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formance during the ascent of the launcher owing to their  xed
geometry. Signi cant performance losses are induced during
the off-design operation of the nozzles, when the  ow is overexpanded during low-altitude operation with ambient pressures
higher than the nozzle exit pressure, or underexpanded during
high-altitude operation with ambient pressures lower than the
nozzle exit pressure. Figure 2 shows photographs of nozzle
exhaust  ows during off-design operation. In the case of overexpanded  ow, oblique shocks emanating into the  ow eld
adapt the exhaust  ow to the ambient pressure. Further downstream, a system of shocks and expansion waves leads to the
characteristic barrel-like form of the exhaust  ow. In contrast,
the underexpansion of the  ow results in a further expansion
of the exhaust gases behind the rocket.
Off-design operations with either overexpanded or underexpanded exhaust  ow induce performance losses. Figure 3
shows calculated performance data for the Vulcain 1 nozzle as
function of ambient pressure, together with performance data
for an ideally adapted nozzle. Flow phenomena at different
pressure ratios p c / pamb are included in Fig. 4. [The sketch with
 ow phenomena for the lower pressure ratio p c / pamb shows a
normal shock (Mach disk). Depending on the pressure ratio,
this normal shock might not appear, see, e.g., Fig. 2.] The
Vulcain 1 nozzle is designed in such a manner that no uncontrolled  ow separation should occur during steady-state operation at low altitude, resulting in a wall exit pressure of p w,e
’ 0.4 bar, which is in accordance with the Summer eld criterion.8 The nozzle  ow is adapted at an ambient pressure of
p amb ’ 0.18 bar, which corresponds to a  ight altitude of h ’
15,000 m, and performance losses observed at this ambient
pressure are caused by internal loss effects (friction, divergence, mixing), as shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Losses in
performance during off-design operations with over- or underexpansion of the exhaust  ow rise up to 15%. In principle,
the nozzle could be designed for a much higher area ratio to
achieve better vacuum performance, but the  ow would then
separate inside the nozzle during low-altitude operation with
an undesired generation of side-loads.
A.

Flow Separation and Side-Loads

Flow separation in overexpanding nozzles and its theoretical
prediction have been the subject of several studies in the
past,3,4,8 and different physical models and hypotheses for the
prediction of  ow separation have been developed. In strongly
overexpanding nozzles, the  ow separates from the wall at a
certain pressure ratio of wall pressure to ambient pressure, p w/
pamb. The typical structure of the  ow eld near the separation
point is shown in Fig. 5, together with wall pressure data.
Separation and the formation of a recirculation zone at the wall

Fig. 5

induce an oblique shock wave near the wall, which leads to a
recompression of the  ow.
The physical phenomenon of  ow separation can be divided
into two simple phenomena.3 The  rst is the turbulent boundary-layer separation from the nozzle wall, which is characterized by the ratio of the nozzle wall pressure just after the
separation, pp, to the nozzle wall pressure just before separation, psep. This pressure ratio is referred to as the critical pressure ratio pcr = p sep / p p = p 1 / p 2. The second phenomenon is
connected with the  ow in the separated zone, which is characterized by a minor pressure gradient along the wall. The
analysis of model experimental data on separated turbulent supersonic  ows shows that the pressure ratio p cr is equal for
separated  ows before an obstacle, and for separated nozzle
 ows.3 For turbulent  ows p cr shows a slight dependence on
Reynolds number, but depends strongly on Mach number. Furthermore, investigations of separated  ows in rocket engine
nozzles showed that p cr is also a function of wall temperature,
gas composition, and nozzle wall roughness.
Various approaches to the prediction of  ow separation are
used in industry and research institutes. For example, the Keldysh Center’s method for the determination of the  ow separation point in rocket nozzles is based on empirical relationships obtained for p cr, p p / p w,e, and p w,e / p amb. Using these
relations, the pressure ratio p sep / p amb, the separation point, and
the wall pressure distribution are determined. Aerojet uses tabulated data for the prediction of  ow separation from various
experiments with conical and bell-shaped nozzles.4 At a known
pressure ratio of chamber pressure to ambient pressure, a lower
and an upper separation pressure ratio follows from the database that is different for conical and bell-shaped nozzles. A
separation criterion used at the European industry and scienti c institutes describes the pressure ratio p sep / pamb as function
of the local  ow Mach number at the wall near the separation
point. This analytical model was derived from various coldand hot- ring tests of overexpanding nozzles.9
Various numerical simulations of  ow problems featuring
 ow separation have shown that the numerical prediction of
 ow separation with state-of-the-art turbulence modeling results in good agreement with experimental data.3,10 As an example, Figs. 6 and 7 compare experimental and numerical data
on wall pressure ratios in two overexpanding nozzles. Furthermore, former experiments of separated  ows indicated that
there is a random movement of the separation line in overexpanding rocket nozzles,9,11,12 resulting in the possible generation of side loads. The correct prediction of side-loads with
models is uncertain, and still a subject of on-going research.
Common side-load models described in Refs. 4 and 9 assume
that the separation line in the nozzle has a maximum tilt angle

Flow separation in overexpanding rocket nozzles, wall pressure pro le, and phenomenology.
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transient startup of the rocket engine generates a nozzle  ow
with uncontrolled  ow separation and with possible side-load
generation in the nozzle, whereas maximum area ratios of all
 rst-stage nozzles or booster nozzles are chosen to avoid  ow
separation at the nominal chamber pressure operation. As a
result, the vacuum performance of rocket engines that operate
during the entire launcher trajectory, such as the SSME or
Vulcain 1 engines, is limited.
B.

Fig. 6 Experimental and numerical data on wall pressure ratios
in overexpanding conical nozzles with  ow separation. Cold-gas
test case with subscale conical nozzle.

Fig. 7 Experimental and numerical data on wall pressure ratios
in overexpanding bell nozzles with  ow separation. Hot-gas test
case with J-2S engine.

with the centerline. The minimum and maximum separation
points are predicted using the upper and lower separation data
that result from the applied separation model. In the case of
distinct separation points as obtained with the Summer eld- or
Schmucker-criterion, a certain scattering around the predicted
separation point is assumed. The side-load is then calculated
by integrating the wall pressure in the asymmetrical  ow separation region.4,9 These approaches gave reasonable results for
the J2-S and Vulcain 1 nozzle.
At the Keldysh Center in Russia, model experiments of separated  ow effects on side-loads acting on nozzles began in
the early 1980s.11 These investigations were directed mainly
to the determination of the unsteady pressure  uctuations in
the separation zone on the whole engine. The method is described in Ref. 11 in more detail, it is based on a generalization
of obtained empirical data for the spectral density of the pulsating pressure  eld in the separation zone. Distribution of the
pressure amplitudes is governed by probability density functions. This method was validated with the experimental rms-values of side-loads acting on the RD-0120 nozzle (CABD hydrogen – oxygen engine,  rst-stage engine of Russian Energia
launcher). Other hypotheses for the appearance and prediction
of side-loads also exist, e.g., based on aeroelastic analyses,13
which account for the coupling of  ow oscillations with thin
nozzle shells. However, these hypotheses require experimental
veri cation and validation.
Side-loads are an undesired phenomenon that may result in
the destruction of the rocket nozzle and should therefore be
avoided. In Ref. 9, the destruction of a J-2D engine (Rocketdyne hydrogen – oxygen engine, second- and third-stage engine
of Saturn-5 launcher) as a result of side-loads is reported. The

Potential Performance Improvements

Compared to existing rocket engines, a gain in performance
is achieved with advanced engines such as mixed-mode propulsion systems, dual-mixture ratio engines, or dual-expander
engines. Nevertheless, the upgrade of existing engines with
better performing subsystems, such as turbines and pumps,
also leads to a gain in overall performance data and is discussed in more detail in Ref. 14. Nozzle performance of conventional rocket engines is already very high with regard to
internal loss effects (friction, nonuniformity). However, for
nozzles of gas-generator open-cycle engines such as the Vulcain 1 engine, a slight improvement in performance can be
achieved with turbine exhaust gas (TEG) injection into the
main nozzle as realized in the F-1 (kerosene – oxygen engine,
 rst stage of Saturn-5 launcher) and J-2S, and it is foreseen
for the Vulcain 2 engine (hydrogen – oxygen engine, upgrade
of Vulcain 1 engine), and con rmed by numerical simulations13,15,16 and experimental results.3 This is mainly achieved
through lower friction losses in the main nozzle13,15 and because the bypass nozzles used for the expansion of the TEGs,
which have higher divergence losses, are removed.
Despite the slight performance gain by TEG injection, the
low-pressure near-wall stream of the injected gas favors a reduction of the critical pressure ratio at which  ow separation
occurs and, therefore, an earlier nozzle  ow separation.3,12 Furthermore, the presence of the secondary exhaust gas injection
complicates nozzle-contouring methods with regard to the
avoidance of uncontrolled  ow separation for  rst-stage or
booster nozzles.

III.

Altitude Adaptive Nozzles

A critical comparison of performance losses shown in Table
1 reveals that most signi cant improvements in nozzle performance for  rst-stage or SSTO engines can be achieved through
the adaptation of nozzle exit pressures to the variations in ambient pressure during the launcher’s ascent through the atmosphere. Various concepts have been previously mentioned and
will be discussed in detail in the following text.
A.

Nozzles with Devices for Controlled Flow Separation

Several nozzle concepts with devices for controlled  ow
separation have been proposed in the literature, with primary
emphasis on the reduction of side-loads during sea level or
low-altitude operation. But the application of these concepts
also results in an improved performance through the avoidance
of signi cant overexpansion of the exhaust  ow.
1. Dual-Bell Nozzle

This nozzle concept was  rst studied at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory 17 in 1949. In the late 1960s, Rocketdyne patented
this nozzle concept, which has received attention in recent
years in the U.S. and Europe.6,7,18,19 Figure 8 illustrates the
design of this nozzle concept with its typical inner base nozzle,
the wall in ection, and the outer nozzle extension. This nozzle
concept offers an altitude adaptation achieved only by nozzle
wall in ection. In low altitudes, controlled and symmetrical
 ow separation occurs at this wall in ection (Fig. 9), which
results in a lower effective area ratio. For higher altitudes, the
nozzle  ow is attached to the wall until the exit plane, and the
full geometrical area ratio is used. Because of the higher area
ratio, an improved vacuum performance is achieved. However,
additional performance losses are induced in dual-bell nozzles,
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Fig. 8

Sketch of a dual-bell nozzle.

Fig. 10 Performance data of a dual-bell nozzle. Performance is
compared with two baseline bell-type nozzles as function of  ight
altitude (baseline nozzle 1: same area ratio as dual-bell base nozzle; baseline nozzle 2: same area ratio as nozzle extension).

Fig. 9 Flow eld phenomena in dual-bell nozzles: a) sea-level
mode with  ow separation at the wall in ection point and b) altitude mode with a full- owing nozzle.

as compared with two baseline nozzles having the same area
ratio as the dual-bell nozzle at its wall in ection and in its exit
plane. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the performance of a dualbell nozzle as a function of  ight altitude in comparison with
both baseline bell-type nozzles. (Design parameters of the
dual-bell nozzle are taken from a launcher analysis published
in Ref. 18: Propellants hydrogen/oxygen, r̄ = 6, p c = 200 bar,
r t = 0.07 m, wall in ection at area ratio «B = 30, and total
area ratio « E = 100.) The pressure within the separated  ow
region of the dual-bell nozzle extension at sea-level operation
is slightly below the ambient pressure, inducing a thrust loss
referred to as ‘‘aspiration drag.’’ In addition,  ow transition
occurs before the optimum crossover point, which leads to
further thrust loss as compared to an ideal switchover. The
nonoptimum contour of the full  owing dual-bell nozzle results in further losses at high altitudes.
To gain insight into the performance and  ow behavior of
dual-bell nozzles at different ambient pressures, extensive numerical simulations with parametrical variations of contour design parameters were performed.18 An optimized bell nozzle
with equal total length and area ratio was used as the reference
nozzle for comparison. As a result the vacuum performance of
the dual-bell nozzles has a degradation because of the imperfect contour, and this additional loss has the same order of
magnitude as the divergence loss of the optimized bell nozzle.
The simulations of sea-level operation also revealed an additional performance loss because of aspiration drag, which is
less than 3% for these dual-bell nozzles. This additional loss
depends linearly on the ambient pressure and, therefore, it is
reduced during the ascent of the launcher. Furthermore, these
simulations showed that the application of commonly used
separation criteria derived for conventional nozzles and ap-

Fig. 11 Performance characteristics of a dual-bell nozzle. Performance is compared with two baseline bell-type nozzles as function of  ight altitude (baseline nozzle 1: same area ratio as dualbell base nozzle; baseline nozzle 2: same area ratio as nozzle
extension).

plied to dual-bell nozzles with their wall in ection to estimate
the critical pressure ratio yields reasonable results with an accuracy of ’15%. Experimental data obtained at the Keldysh
Center revealed that the critical pressure ratio at the wall in ection is about 15 – 20% less than the critical pressure ratio
of a conventional nozzle, and that usual separation criteria
must be corrected for an accurate prediction of the critical wall
pressure ratio.
Flow transition behavior in dual-bell nozzles strongly depends on the contour type of the nozzle extension.3,6,18 A sudden transition from sea-level to vacuum operation can be, at
least theoretically, achieved by two different extensions, with
a zero wall pressure gradient (constant pressure extension), or
a positive wall pressure gradient (overturned extension). But a
critical analysis of the transition behavior considering decreasing ambient pressures during the launcher ascent revealed that
a considerable time with uncontrolled  ow separation within
the nozzle extension exists even for these types of extensions.
The duration of this period can be reduced drastically by throttling the chamber pressure.18
The main advantage of dual-bell nozzles as compared to
other means of controlling nozzle  ow separation is its simplicity because of the absence of any movable parts and, therefore, its high reliability. It is necessary to note that the external
 ow over the vehicle in  ight reduces the pressure in the vehicle base region, where engines are installed. The ambient
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pressure triggering the  ow transition is the vehicle base pressure instead of the atmospheric pressure at the speci c  ight
altitude. As the base pressure is lower than the atmospheric
pressure, the nozzle  ow transition occurs at a lower altitude
than the one showed in Fig. 11, which slightly decreases the
ef ciency of the dual-bell nozzle operation along the trajectory.
Despite the additional losses induced in dual-bell nozzles,
they still provide a signi cant net impulse gain over the entire
trajectory as compared to conventional bell nozzles. Independent combined launcher and trajectory analyses performed by
Dasa within the European Space Agency Future European
Space Transportation Investigations Program (ESA FESTIP )
study19 and at DLR on SSTO vehicles powered with dual-bell
nozzles result in a signi cant payload gain when compared
with a reference launcher equipped with conventional nozzles.
2. Nozzles with Fixed Inserts

A trip ring attached to the inside of a conventional nozzle
disturbs the turbulent boundary layer and causes  ow separation at higher ambient pressures. At higher altitudes with lower
ambient pressures the  ow reattaches to the wall behind the
trip ring, and full  owing of the nozzle is achieved. The transition from sea level to vacuum mode depends on the wall
pressure near the trip-ring location and on the disturbance induced by the trip ring. The size of the trip ring is a compromise
between stable  ow separation during sea-level operation and
the induced performance loss during vacuum operation. In Ref.
9 it is reported that a trip-ring size of 10% of the local boundary-layer thickness is suf cient to ensure stable  ow separation.
In principle, this concept is similar to the dual-bell nozzle
concept with regard to performance characteristics, as shown
in Fig. 11 The sea-level performance of this nozzle concept is
lower than the performance of a conventional bell nozzle truncated at the trip-ring location, because of the aspiration drag
in the separated  ow region of the nozzle. Furthermore, at sea
level the bell nozzle with trip rings has even higher divergence
losses than a comparable dual-bell nozzle, because the nozzle
contour upstream of the obstacle differs from the optimal contour for this low-area ratio, as a result of the bell nozzle design
for best vacuum performance. The additional losses induced
during vacuum operation is about 1%, compared with the performance of the bell nozzle without an obstacle. Thus, the
additional losses are comparable to the additional losses induced in dual-bell nozzles. As for dual-bell nozzles, the transition behavior of this nozzle concept is uncertain, but it will
be even more uncertain than for a dual-bell nozzle with a constant pressure or overturned nozzle extension.
In principle, several altitude adaptations can be achieved
with one nozzle by various trip rings, mounted one behind the
other. However, this results in increasing vacuum performance
losses. The trip rings can also be attached into existing nozzles
and, therefore, represent a low-cost concept, at least for test
purposes, with low technological risk. Trip rings have been
demonstrated to be effective for side-load reductions during
the transient startup of rocket engines.20 The main problems
with trip-ring nozzles are not only performance losses, but also
ring resistance in high-temperature boundary layers, the exact
circumferential  xing, and the uncertainties in the transition
behavior. These uncertainties might be why active interest in
this nozzle concept in the 1970s, which is documented in var–
ious publications,9,20 22 has disappeared in recent years.
A further concept with a  xed wall discontinuity is a nozzle
with a circumferential groove. The aerodynamic behavior of a
nozzle with a groove and nozzle with trip rings are quite similar,9 but this concept is hard to realize in the case of thin
nozzle shells, which are used in all of today’s rocket nozzles.
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conventional bell nozzle with equal design and operation data.
A promising concept for controlled  ow separation is therefore
temporary inserts, which are removed for vacuum operation.
These inserts can be either ablative or ejectible. The inserts
may have the form of a complete secondary nozzle23 (Fig. 12),
or of small steps attached inside the nozzle wall. In case of
ejectible inserts, a reliable mechanism is needed to provide a
sudden and symmetrical detachment. In any case, shocks are
induced during the transient ejection because the inserts act as
an obstacle in the supersonic exhaust  ow. These shocks also
interact with the nozzle walls and increase pressure loads on
the wall and local heat  uxes. A nonsymmetrical ejection
would then result in the generation of side-loads. Furthermore,
the danger of a downstream collision with the nozzle wall
arises because the inserts might also experience a transversal
movement toward the walls.
Recent hot- ring tests performed in Russia with a modi ed
RD-0120 engine, equipped with a secondary nozzle insert, revealed a signi cant performance gain of 12% during the sealevel operation at 100% chamber pressure, compared with the
original RD-0120 performance.23 Nominal chamber pressure
of this engine is p c = 206 bar, with an area ratio of « = 85.7.
These full-scale, hot- ring tests demonstrated the durability of
materials, sealings, and the release mechanism and, thus, the
feasibility of this concept. Figure 12 shows the nozzle hardware and a sketch of the secondary nozzle mounted inside the
RD-0120 nozzle.23
The principle performance characteristics of this RD-0120
nozzle with ejectible insert are included in Fig. 13. The nozzle
operation with insert results in a slight performance loss compared with an ideal bell nozzle with the same reduced area

Fig. 12 RD-0120 nozzle hardware with removed nozzle insert
and sketch of secondary nozzle mounted inside of the RD-0120
nozzle (photographs taken from Ref. 23).

3. Nozzles with Temporary Inserts

Nozzle concepts with  xed wall discontinuities have the disadvantage of lower vacuum performance as compared with a

Fig. 13
insert.

Principle performance characteristics of the nozzle with
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ratio, because of aspiration drag and the presumably nonoptimized insert contour. The performance degradation is comparable to the one induced in dual-bell nozzles during sea-level
operation (Fig. 11). In vacuum or high-altitude operations, the
higher performance of the baseline nozzle is achieved.
Another method for removing the inserts is to use combustible or ablative elements.9,24 During the ascent of the launcher
the size of the insert is continuously reduced until it is completely consumed, resulting in a full  owing bell nozzle with
a clean contour for best vacuum performance. The principal
uncertainties of this nozzle concept are the stability and surface
regression rates of the inserts. Furthermore, a homogeneous,
symmetrical, and temporally de ned consumption must be
guaranteed, despite possible local pressure and temperature
 uctuations near the nozzle walls. This is currently highly uncertain.
4. Nozzles with Active or Passive Secondary Gas Injection

With this nozzle concept the  ow in an overexpanding nozzle is forced to separate at a desired location by injecting a
second  uid into the gas stream in the wall normal direction,
to achieve maximum disturbance of the main exhaust gas and,
thus, to induce  ow separation. This secondary gas injection
is quite different from the aforementioned TEG injection,
which should be injected with few or no disturbances to the
main  ow. The injection could be either active, that is, forced
through gas expansion from a higher-pressure reservoir, or passive, using holes in the wall through which ambient gas is
sucked in (vented nozzle concept). The latter concept can only
work in case of gas pressures near the wall inside the nozzle
that are lower than the ambient pressure. Experience on forced
secondary gas injection gained at Aerojet shows that a large
amount of injected  uid is required to induce a signi cant  ow
separation. Furthermore, no net speci c impulse gain is realized when considering the additional gas  ow rate.
In the vented nozzle concept segments of the bell nozzle
wall have various slots or holes opened to the outside ambient
pressure. During low-altitude operation the slots are opened to
trigger  ow separation within the nozzle, whereas the slots are
closed during high-altitude or vacuum operation, so that the
gas fully expands inside the entire nozzle. Experiments with a
modi ed RL10A-3 engine, equipped with this nozzle concept,
were performed at Pratt & Whitney.25 Performance results
showed that over a small range of low-pressure ratios the perforated nozzle performed as well as a nozzle with its area ratio
truncated immediately upstream of the vented area. However,
at above some intermediate pressure ratios, the thrust ef ciency suddenly dropped and approached that of the full- owing nozzle. The measured performance characteristics were
quite similar to those of the dual-bell nozzles shown in Fig.
11.
The altitude range of this nozzle concept is limited by the
number and position of the holes because the pressure within
the nozzle must be lower than the ambient pressure. Furthermore, as the rocket aft-body base pressure is lower than the
altitude atmospheric pressure in the surrounding ambient
 ows, the nozzle  ow transition occurs at a lower altitude and,
thus, the range of compensation is further reduced.
5. Two-Position or Extendible Nozzles

Nozzles of this type with extendible exit cones are currently
used only for rocket motors of upper stages to reduce the package volume for the nozzle, e.g., at present for solid rocket
engines such as the inertial upper stage (IUS), or for the liquid
rocket engine RL10. The main idea of the extendible extension
is to use a truncated nozzle with low expansion in low- ight
altitudes and to have a higher nozzle extension at high altitudes. Figure 14 illustrates this nozzle concept. Its capability
for altitude compensation is indisputable and the nozzle performance is easily predictable. The whole nozzle contour including the extendible extension is contoured for maximum

Fig. 14 Sketch of a two-position nozzle during a) sea-level and
b) vacuum operations.

performance at the high-area ratio with either the method of
characteristics or a variational method. The area ratio of the
 rst nozzle section is then determined and the nozzle contour
is divided into two parts: The  xed nozzle part and the extendible extension. Investigations conducted at the Keldysh
Center have shown that this nozzle-contouring method is not
only the simplest but also provides a good overall trajectory
performance.3 A minor performance loss is incorporated during
low-altitude operations because of the truncated inner nozzle,
which has a nonoptimal contour for this interim exit area ratio.
The performance characteristics as a function of  ight altitude
are similar to those of the nozzle with the ejectible insert, as
shown in Fig. 13. A tradeoff study performed at the Keldysh
Center on nozzles with an ejectible insert and an extendible
extension showed that the thrust characteristics of the nozzle
with an ejectible insert are slightly better than those of the
extendible nozzle concept, with the same overall dimensions
for both nozzles.
The main drawback of the extendible nozzle concept is that
it requires mechanical devices for the deployment of the extension, which reduces engine reliability and increases total
engine mass. The necessity for active cooling of the extendible
extension requires  exible or movable elements in the cooling
system, which also reduces system reliability. The in uences
of the external  ow and the generated jet noise on the extendible extension in the retracted, initial position, have not yet
been fully investigated. Former investigations conducted in the
Keldysh Center showed that the external  ow causes both
steady and unsteady pressure loads on the retracted nozzle extension, whereas the engine jet noise causes strong vibrations
of the nozzle extension.
B.

Plug Nozzles

Various experimental, analytical, and numerical research on
plug nozzles have been performed since the 1950s in the
–
U.S.,4,5,32 35 Europe,5,7,10,19,26,27, Russia,3 and Japan.28 In contrast
to the previously discussed nozzle concepts, plug nozzles provide, at least theoretically, a continuous altitude adaptation up
to their geometrical area ratio. Figures 15 and 16 show two
different design approaches for circular plug nozzles, which
differ only in the chamber and primary nozzle layout. A conical central body is shown here, which could also be designed
with more sophisticated contouring methods.29,30 Different design approaches include plug nozzles with a toroidal chamber
and throat (with and without truncation) and plug nozzles with
a cluster of circular bell nozzle modules or with clustered
quasirectangular nozzle modules. The latter approach seems to
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be advantageous because further losses induced by the gaps
between individual modules and the  ow eld interactions
downstream of the module exits can be minimized. It has been
shown that transition from a round to a square nozzle results
in a very small performance loss.31 In principle, the  ow eld
development of a clustered plug nozzle with rectangular nozzle
modules is similar to that of a toroidal plug nozzle, but avoids
the inherent disadvantages of the toroidal plug design regarding 1) the control of a constant throat gap during manufactur-

Fig. 15
length.

Principle design of plug nozzles, toroidal plug, full

Fig. 16 Principle design of plug nozzles, clustered plug, 36 modules, with truncated plug body.
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ing and thermal expansion (side-loads and thrust vector deviations); 2) the cooling of toroidal throat with tiny throat gaps;
and 3) the control of combustion instabilities in the toroidal
combustion chamber. Another plug nozzle con guration is the
linear plug nozzle, which is foreseen for the propulsion system
of the RLV X-33 concept.
1. Circular Plug Nozzles

Figure 17 summarizes the principle  ow phenomena of circular plug nozzles with full length and truncated central bodies
at different off-design (top and bottom) and design (center)
pressure ratios that were observed in experiments and numerical simulations. For pressure ratios lower than the design pressure ratio of a plug nozzle with a well-contoured central body,
the  ow expands near the central plug body without separation, and a system of recompression shocks and expansion
waves adapts the exhaust  ow to the ambient pressure pamb.
The characteristic barrel-like form with several in ections of
the shear-layer results from various interactions of compression and expansion waves with the shear layer, and turbulent
diffusion enlarges the shear layer farther downstream of the
throat. The existence of the overexpansion and recompression
processes is inferred from up- and down-variations of plug
wall pressure pro les observed in various cold- ow tests and
numerical simulations, and will also be shown later for linear
plug nozzles.
At the design pressure ratio (see Fig. 17, left column, center), the characteristic with the design Mach number should be
a straight line emanating to the tip of the central plug body,
and the shear layer is parallel to the centerline. However, for
circular plug nozzles designed with contouring methods proposed in Refs. 29 and 30, no exact one-dimensional exit  ow
pro le can be achieved, because both methods use the
Prandtl – Meyer relations that are only valid for planar  ows.
Furthermore, nonhomogeneous  ow in the throat region,
which is in general not considered within the contour design
process, also in uences the exit  ow pro le. The wall pressure
distribution remains constant at pressure ratios above the design pressure ratio, i.e., the plug nozzle behaves like a conventional nozzle, the loss of its capability of further altitude

Fig. 17 Flow phenomena of a plug nozzle with full length (left column) and truncated central body (right column) at different pressure
ratios pc/ p amb, off-design (top, bottom) and design (center) pressure ratio.
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Table 2

Design parameters of toroidal plug nozzles
a

Design data

Full-scale nozzle

Chamber pressure p c
Propellants
Mixture ratio r̄
Inner chamber diameter dc,inner
Outer chamber diameter d c,outer
Geometric area ratio «

100 bar
Hydrogen/oxygen
6.0
4.3 m
4.4 m
55

a

b

Subscale nozzle

12 bar
Gas – oil/nitric-acid
2.5
0.19 m
0.34 m
10

Used for numerical simulations and performance predictions, see Fig. 18.
Used in experiments, see Fig. 20.

b

Fig. 18 Performance of numerically simulated plug nozzle with
full-length central body.

Fig. 19 Performance of numerically simulated plug nozzle with
truncated central body.

adaptation being included. Figure 17 (left column, bottom) illustrates the  ow eld at higher pressure ratios. Performance
data of a typical plug nozzle are included in Fig. 18 and compared to a conventional bell nozzle with equal area ratio. The
design and combustion chamber parameters are included in the
left column of Table 2.27
The truncation of the central plug body, which is an advantage because of the huge length and high structural mass of
the well-contoured central body, results in a different  ow and
performance behavior as compared to the full-length plug nozzle. At lower pressure ratios an open wake  ow establishes,
with a pressure level practically equal to the ambient pressure
(Fig. 17, right column, top). At a certain pressure ratio close
to the design pressure ratio of the full-length plug nozzle, the
base  ow suddenly changes its character and turns over to the
closed form, characterized by a constant base pressure that is
no longer in uenced by the ambient pressure. Analyses indicate that shorter plug bodies with higher truncations trigger an
earlier change in wake  ow at pressure ratios below the design
pressure ratio. At the transition point the pressure within the
wake approaches a value that is below ambient pressure, and
the full base area induces a negative thrust (Fig. 17, right column, center). This thrust loss depends on the percentage of
truncation and the total size of the base area. Published experimental data and numerical simulations reveal an increasing
thrust loss for shorter plug bodies, because the total base area
increases.
Beyond the transition point, the pressure within the closed
wake remains constant. At these lower ambient pressures, the
base pressure is then higher than the ambient pressure, resulting in a positive thrust contribution of the total base area. Performance data of a numerically simulated truncated plug nozzle are shown in Fig. 19, and compared to the same plug
nozzle with full-length central body and a conventional bell
nozzle. Design parameters for this truncated plug nozzle are
the same as for the full length plug (see Fig. 18 and Table 2).
Figure 20 shows a typical photograph of a sea-level hot-run
test with a truncated, toroidal subscale plug nozzle, performed
at DLR. 5 Nozzle design data are included in Table 2. For comparison of experimental results with numerical computations,

the  ow eld of the toroidal plug nozzle was calculated with a
numerical method,10 and Fig. 20 shows the calculated Machnumber distribution in the combustion chamber and nozzle.
Principal physical processes like expansion waves, shocks, and
the recirculating base- ow region are in good agreement. Both
the experiment and the numerical simulation show that the
 ow separates from the conical plug body before reaching its
truncated end. Recent results on experiments with plug nozzles
published in Ref. 28 also reveal separation of the  ow from
the central plug body for conical contours. In contrast, no separation was observed for contoured central plug bodies designed with the method proposed in Ref. 29. Recent numerical
simulations of contoured plug nozzles performed at DLR
within the ESA Advanced Rocket Propulsion Technology
(ARPT) Program on advanced rocket propulsion also show
that no  ow separation occurs from well-contoured, full-length
central plug bodies.26 Principal  ow eld developments predicted by these numerical simulations are again in a good
agreement with experimental data published in Ref. 28. Within
the frame of this ESA ARPT Program performance and  ow
behavior of clustered plug nozzles at different truncations are
being examined by European industries [Société Européenne
de Propulsion (SEP), Volvo, Dasa] and research institutes
(ONERA, DLR) with subscale cold- ow plug models26 (Table
3). Numerous experimental investigations on subscale models
of circular and clustered plug nozzles with cold- and hot-gas
 ow were performed at the Keldysh Center with and without
external  ows. Thrust characteristics, pressure and heat- ux
distributions along the plug, and acoustic characteristics of the
circular jet were investigated.
2. Linear Plug Nozzles

Performance behavior and  ow eld development for linear
plug nozzles as a function of ambient pressures are in principle
similar to those of circular plug nozzles (Fig. 17). However,
special attention must be paid to the in uence of both end
sides, where the surrounding  ow disturbs the expanding  ow eld, resulting in an expansion of the  ow normal to the main
 ow direction and, therefore, in an effective performance loss.
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Table 3

Design parameters for linear and toroidal subscale plug nozzles

Design data

Linear plug (FESTIP)

Circular, clustered plug (ARPT)

8.75 bar
Air
5.95 kg/s
200
12.65

8.0 bar
Air
5.46 kg/s
200
12.65

Chamber pressure p c
Driving gas
Mass  ow rate mÇ
Design pressure ratio pc/ p amb
Geometric area ratio «
a

a

Used in the ESA FESTIP and ESA ARPT studies.

Fig. 21 Design of linear subscale plug nozzle of the ESA FESTIP
Technology Program (plug size: 192 mm high, 214 mm wide).

Fig. 20 Plug nozzle  ow eld, experiment vs numerical simulation: a) toroidal plug nozzle experiment with gas-oil/nitric-acid
propellant combination, side view photograph, and b) computational results of toroidal plug nozzle, Mach number distribution,
full gray and isolines, centerline section.

The change of wake  ow behavior may be strongly in uenced
by the penetration of ambient pressures through both end sides,
particularly for truncated plug nozzles. End plates, as foreseen
for the linear plug nozzle of the X-33 demonstrator vehicle,
could be used to avoid this ambient pressure penetration.
Within the framework of the ESA FESTIP Technology Program ‘‘Technology Developments on Rocket and Air Breathing Propulsion for Reusable Launch Vehicles,’’ subscale coldgas tests and numerical simulations of linear plug nozzles are
being performed by Dasa at the high-speed wind tunnel [Hochgeschwindigheitswind kanal (HWK) in Bad Salzungen, Germany] of the Technical University of Dresden.7,19 Design pa-

Fig. 22 Calculated wall pressure data for linear subscale plug
nozzle at different pressure ratios.

rameters for the linear plug model are included in Table 3.
Figure 21 shows the baseline model with a linear throat. After
passing the linear throat the  ow expands directly onto the
plug surface. A second model will be tested with a bell-shaped
linear nozzle extension following the linear throat for internal
expansion prior to further external expansion onto the plug
surface.19 The contour of the plug was designed by the method
of Angelino,29 and three different plug lengths as 5, 20, and
40% of the ideal length were tested. Figure 22 shows calculated wall pressures for the full-length plug for different ambient pressures, simulating the operational range of sea-level
operation up to higher-altitude operation. The  ow structure in
form of the left- and right-running characteristics at two pressure ratios is shown in Fig. 23. For lower pressure ratios than
the design pressure ratio of p c / pamb = 200, the in uence of the
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truncated plug nozzles.32 35 Cold- ow tests showed that the
effect of external  ow on performance is con ned to a narrow
range of external  ow speeds with Mach numbers near unity.
The altitude compensation capability of circular and linear
plug nozzles for higher ambient pressures is indisputable. Because plug nozzles lose this capability for pressure ratios above
the design pressure ratio, the latter should be chosen as high
as possible. Taking this into account, plug nozzles will feature
an even better overall performance than those shown in Figs.
18 and 19. Unfortunately, for equal geometrical area ratios,
plug nozzles perform worse at high altitude than do conventional bell nozzles because of truncation and clustering. For
high-area-ratio nozzles with relatively short lengths, plug nozzles perform better than conventional bell nozzles. In addition
to having excellent capabilities for altitude compensation, plug
nozzles have additional advantages, including ease in vehicle
and engine integration.
–

Fig. 23 Left- and right-running characteristics in  ow eld at two
pressure ratios, pc/ pamb = a) 8 and b) 200 (inviscid analysis with
method of characteristics).

C.

E – D Nozzles

An expansion – de ection (E – D) nozzle is shown in Fig. 26.
E – D nozzles were at one time thought to have capabilities for
altitude compensation because the gas expansion takes place
with a constant pressure free boundary. Thus, the aerodynamic
behavior of E – D nozzles as a function of altitude is in principle quite similar to plug nozzles, because the expansion process is controlled by the ambient pressure; hence, by the altitude. In contrast to plug nozzles, however, the expansion
process is controlled from inside the nozzle for E – D nozzles.
At low altitude, the higher ambient pressure limits the gas
expansion, resulting in a low effective expansion area ratio.
The exhaust gas is adapted to the ambient pressure level by

Fig. 24 Measured wall pressure data of linear subscale plug nozzle at different pressure ratios and truncations, 20% plug body.

Fig. 26

Sketch of an E – D nozzle.

Fig. 25 Measured wall pressure data of linear subscale plug nozzle at different pressure ratios and truncations, 40% plug body.

system of recompression shocks and expansion waves on the
wall pressure distribution (Figs. 17 and 22), can be seen by
the waviness of the pressure distribution on the plug surface.
First experimental results are shown in Figs. 24 and 25, which
also show the waviness of the pressure distribution for lowpressure ratios.
3. Plug Nozzles, Final Aspects

The performance of circular and linear plug nozzles is adversely affected by the external airstream  ow, i.e., the aspiration effect of the external  ow slightly reduces performance
and favors an earlier change in wake- ow development for

Fig. 27 Flow phenomena of an E – D nozzle, with a) open and b)
closed wakes.
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systems of recompression and expansion waves (Fig. 27). At
higher altitude, the lower ambient pressure allows more gas
expansion within the nozzle, resulting in a higher effective
expansion area ratio. But in contrast to plug nozzles, the pressure in the wake of the center plug is always less than the
ambient pressure because of the aspiration effect. This occurs
at low pressure ratios when the wake is opened and results in
an aspiration loss. Furthermore, because the exhaust  ow expands to this base pressure rather than to the ambient pressure
level, wall pressures downstream are overexpanded. This results in an additional overexpansion loss. As the pressure ratio
increases, the wake region closes and is thus totally isolated
from the ambient environment (see Fig. 27). The behavior during transition from open wake to closed wake is again equal
to plug nozzles, and the base pressure in the closed-wake region is essentially independent of the ambient pressure.
The E – D nozzle concept has also been a subject of numerous analytical and experimental studies. Results from these
studies show that E – D nozzle capabilities for altitude compensation are poor, and are in fact worse than those of plug
nozzles, because of aspiration and overexpansion losses.35 For
high-area-ratio nozzles with a relatively short length, an E – D
nozzle performs better than a comparable conventional bell
nozzle at the same length because of lower divergence and
pro le losses than the bell nozzle.
The advantages of the E – D nozzle concept include its small
engine envelope and no moving parts. However, like toroidal
plug nozzles, E – D nozzles have the disadvantage of having
higher throat heat  uxes relative to a conventional bell nozzle
with an equal throat area. The higher throat heat  ux results
again from the relatively thin annular throat gap. This problem,
however, can be remedied with the modular thrust cell cluster
concept. Additional advantages of E – D nozzles with clustered
thrust cells are the same as those already discussed for the
clustered plug nozzle concept, with regard to ease in manufacturing, thrust vector control by throttling or shutting off an
individual or group of thrust cells, and lower nozzle throat
heating.
D.

The fuels are burned in two different combustion chambers,
with one located completely inside the other in the case of
engines with dual-throat nozzles, or with a conventional bell
thrust chamber surrounded by an annular thrust chamber in the
case of dual-expander engines. This type of engine has a builtin acceleration – reduction capability, achieved by shutting
down one of two thrust chambers. The total engine thrust is
then provided by the remaining thrust chamber with the use
of the total nozzle exit area leading to an increase in speci c
impulse. Apart from the indicated bene ts of dual-mode engines, which will be discussed in more detail later, their de-

Fig. 28 Sketch of a dual-throat nozzle, view of combustion chamber and throat region.

Nozzles with Throat Area Varied by a Mechanical Pintle

This nozzle concept utilizes a conventional bell nozzle with
a  xed exit area and a mechanical pintle in the combustion
chamber and throat region to vary the throat area and, hence,
the expansion area ratio. The area of the nozzle throat— an
annulus between the pintle and the shroud— is varied by moving the pintle axially.
The pintle concept has been used in solid rocket motors as
a mean to provide variable thrust. The concept, in principle,
allows a continuous variation of the throat area and, thus, optimum expansion area ratios throughout a mission. However,
it requires an actuator and a sophisticated control system. The
concept raises issues of engine weight, design complexity,
cooling of the pintle and nozzle throat, and reliability.
In Ref. 36, the aerodynamic performances of nozzles with
 ve different pintle geometries were calculated and compared
with a reference bell nozzle. The performance losses of these
pintle nozzles when compared with the bell nozzle are in the
range of 1 – 2.5%. Performances of a  xed pintle geometry at
three different locations were also calculated. The results show
that the performance loss varies with the pintle location.
E.
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Fig. 29 Flow phenomena during a) sea-level and b) high-altitude
operations.

Dual-Mode Nozzles

Dual-mode rocket engines using one or two fuels offer a
trajectory-adapted dual-mode operation during the ascent of a
launcher, which may be of signi cant advantage for singlestage Earth-to-orbit vehicles as compared to conventional
rocket engines with bell-type nozzles. This engine concept involves the use of a dense propellant combination with moderate performance during liftoff to provide high thrust during
the initial  ight phase, and a better performing propellant combination in vacuum, which result in higher speci c impulse.

Fig. 30 Performance losses in dual-throat nozzles as a function
of nozzle design parameters (with r 4/r 1 = 3.52, r 2/r 1 = 1.16, and mÇ 2
= 0.0).
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velopment and construction require considerable technological
effort.
1. Dual-Throat Nozzles

A dual-throat nozzle con guration is shown in Fig. 28. It
consists of two conventional bell-thrust chambers, with one
located completely inside the other. At low altitude, the outer
thrust chamber operates with the inner thrust chamber running
in parallel. In this operation mode the engine has a larger throat
providing a moderate expansion area ratio. During the mission,
the outer thrust chamber is shut off and operation continues
with only the inner engine. In this con guration,  ow from
the inner engine expands and attaches supersonically to the
outer engine, resulting in a higher expansion area ratio for the
remainder of the burn. Flow phenomena in both operation
modes are included in Fig. 29.
Hot- red tests at Aerojet were conducted to provide heat
transfer data that were very useful for the thermal analysis and
design of the dual-throat nozzle con guration.37 These tests
showed that  ow separation occurred in the inner engine nozzle at higher ratios of outer to inner chamber pressures during
the  rst operation mode with both chambers burning in parallel. The  ow separation resulted in a higher heat load to the
inner nozzle. Subscale tests performed at the Keldysh Center 3
have shown that the additional loss caused by the nozzle contour discontinuity during vacuum operation with active inner
chamber is in the range of 0.8 – 4%, depending on geometrical
data (see Fig. 30). This high-performance loss results from the
interaction of the inner chamber jet with the outer chamber
nozzle wall.3 The decrease of the jet incidence angle on the
wall by means of gas injection through the outer chamber reduces this performance loss by 0.4 – 0.7%.3
2. Dual-Expander Nozzles

A dual-expander nozzle has two concentric thrust chambers
and nozzles. It consists of a conventional bell thrust chamber
surrounded by an annular thrust chamber. Both chambers have
short primary nozzles, which end in a common divergent nozzle extension. Figure 31 shows a typical dual-expander nozzle
con guration. At low altitude, both thrust chambers operate,
sharing the same exit area, which results in a moderate expansion area ratio. Part way into the mission, one thrust chamber
is shut off, allowing the other nozzle to use the whole exit
area, creating a high-expansion-area ratio for the remainder of

Fig. 31 Sketch of a dual-expander nozzle, view of combustion
chamber and throat region.
Table 4

the burn. In principle, the two operation modes are comparable
to those of dual-throat nozzles.
Numerical simulations of the  ow elds in dual-expander
nozzles during all operation modes have been performed at
Aerojet,38 DLR,39 and the Keldysh Center. Aerojet simulations
are based on an engine design using different propellants,
hydrocarbon/oxygen for the inner chamber and hydrogen/oxygen for the outer chamber, whereas DLR simulations are
based on a combined vehicle/engine analysis using single-fuel/
single-mixture ratio dual-expander engines with hydrogen/oxygen. Table 4 summarizes combustion chamber parameters. Flow
phenomena observed in numerical simulations are shown in Fig.
32a for the mode 1 operation with both thrust chambers burning. Compression waves are induced near the inner nozzle lip
as a result of the strongly inhomogeneous  ow character at the
point where both exhaust gases of inner and outer combustion
chamber merge into the common divergent nozzle part. Up
and down variations of pressure ratios at the lip did not change
this wave formation, even in cases of signi cantly lower exit
pressures in the inner nozzle compared to the pressure  eld of
the outer nozzle at the lip. Further downstream the compression waves interact with the wall, resulting in a re ection of
the compression waves back into the  ow eld.
During mode 2 operation a strong expansion of the outer
nozzle  ow is observed, when the expansion ratio suddenly
increases at the end of the nozzle lip. The  ow is directed
toward the axis of symmetry. Near the centerline the  ow then
turns over to the axial direction, inducing a recompression
shock. The static pressure rises signi cantly in this recompression region on the centerline. A sub- and supersonic recirculation zone establishes in the inner chamber of the dualexpander nozzle. Figure 32b emphasizes the essential  ow
pattern in this operation mode.
These analyses have shown that dual-expander nozzles produce high performance in both operation modes.38,39 Figure 33
summarizes performance behavior as a function of  ight altitude for the dual-expander engine simulated at DLR. For comparison, performance data are included for two reference bell

Fig. 32 Flow phenomena in a dual-expander nozzle during a)
sea-level- and b) high-altitude operation.

Thrust chamber parameters for simulated dual-expander nozzles
Aerojet

Operation mode
Propellants
Chamber pressure pc
Mixture ratio r̄
Exit area ratio «
a

Inner/outer chambers.

a

DLR

First (in /out)

Second (in /out)

First (in /out)

Second (in/out)

C3H 8– O 2/H 2– O 2

— /H 2– O 2

H 2– O 2/H 2– O 2

— /H 2– O 2
— /200 bar
— /7
116

414/207 bar
3.3/7
69

— /207 bar
— /7
146

200/200 bar
7/7
58
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Fig. 33

Performance data for a dual-expander nozzle.

nozzles that have the same area ratios as the dual-expander
nozzle during its two operation modes. Losses because of the
nonhomogeneous exit  ow and the induced shocks are comparable with corresponding values of both conventional nozzles.1
Within the design process of dual-expander engines it is necessary to take into account that the nonburning chamber is
exposed to high heat  uxes and pressure oscillations during
mode 2 operation, which might reach a high level and lead to
structural disintegration of the inner nozzle structure. Therefore a mode-2 operation with bleed gas generation at a rather
low thrust chamber pressure level in the inner chamber seems
to be advantageous. Because of the bleed gas generation in the
primary chamber, the overall mass  ow rate during this alternative mode-2 operation is increased. In addition, the reduction
of the effective exit area ratio results in minor impulse degradations during this operation mode when compared with the
mode-2 operation with no bleed gas generation.
Several analytical works on SSTO- and two-stage-to-orbit
(TSTO )-vehicles using hydrogen/propane or hydrogen/methane as fuels revealed the lowest vehicle dry masses for dualmode engines in comparison to other engines.14,39 Other dualmode engines using hydrogen as the single fuel but using two
mixture ratios also revealed some bene ts over conventional
engines for SSTO- and TSTO applications. Even a single-fuel
operation with constant mixture ratios in both combustion
chambers indicated a gain in launcher performance.40

V.

Conclusions

Several nozzle concepts that promise gains in performance
over conventional nozzles were discussed in this paper, including performance enhancements achieved by slight modi cations of existing nozzles, e.g., through cool gas injection
into the supersonic nozzle part. It is shown that signi cant
performance gains result from the adaptation of the exhaust
 ow to the ambient pressure, and special emphasis was given
to altitude adaptive nozzle concepts.
A number of nozzle concepts with altitude-compensating capability were identi ed and described. To assist the selection
of the best nozzle concept for launch vehicle applications, the
performance of the nozzles must be characterized. This can be
done using computational  uid dynamics (CFD ) and/or cold ow tests. Existing CFD methods that are in use in the aerospace industry and at research institutes have been veri ed for
a wide number of sub- and full-scale experiments, and provide
suf ciently reliable performance determination for the different nozzle types.
Theoretical evaluations, numerical simulations, and test results showed that the different concepts have real altitude-compensating capabilities. However, the compensation capabilities
are limited and there are some drawbacks associated with each
of the concepts. Additional performance losses are induced in
practically all of these nozzle concepts when compared to an
ideal expansion, mainly because of the nonisentropic effects

such as shock waves and pressure losses in recirculation zones.
However, these additional performance losses are less than
1 – 3%, depending on the different nozzle concepts.
Four nozzle concepts have been selected for further evaluation under a NASA /Aerojet cooperative agreement. They include a plug nozzle, an E – D nozzle, a dual-bell nozzle, and a
dual-expander nozzle. The nozzles, in addition to a reference
bell nozzle, have been designed by Aerojet for cold  ow tests.
CFD calculations performed at Aerojet demonstrated that all
of these nozzles have high and approximately equal performances at the design points.
In Europe special attention is being paid to plug- and dualbell nozzles. Different plug nozzle concepts are being tested
in cold- ow tests within the ESA ARPT (clustered plug nozzle) and ESA FESTIP (linear plug nozzle) contracts. In addition to experiments, three-dimensional numerical simulations
on these nozzle concepts are being performed. Additional experiments on different nozzle concepts with forced- ow separation devices, e.g., dual-bell nozzles, are currently planned
at DLR.
Different advanced nozzle concepts have been examined and
are under examination now at the Keldysh Center with both
CFD calculations and experiments on the Nozzle Differential
Facility, which has a nozzle performance determination error
of about 0.05%. This high accuracy is achieved by simultaneously running the test nozzle and a reference nozzle, both
mounted on a common longitudinal axis. The performance
characteristics of the reference nozzle are well known, and the
thrust difference is measured with strain gauges. This facility
is equipped with a wind tunnel to determine nozzle thrust performance in the presence of external transonic  ows with
Mach numbers up to 1.2.
In addition to aerodynamic performance, other technical issues (weight, cost, design, thermal management, manufacturing, system performance, and reliability) must be addressed.
Furthermore, before a  nal decision can be made as to which
nozzle concept offers the greatest bene ts with regard to an
effective payload mass injection, combined launcher and trajectory calculations must be performed and compared to a reference launcher concept with conventional nozzles. Different
nozzle ef ciencies, which account for the additional losses of
advanced rocket nozzles and are extracted from numerical simulations and experiments, must be taken into account.
At least for some of these nozzle concepts, the plug nozzle,
the dual-bell nozzle, and the dual-expander nozzle, bene ts
with regard to lower overall launcher masses have been demonstrated in the literature. Furthermore, the plug nozzle concept will be the  rst in  ight of all of these advanced nozzle
concepts, with the X-33 demonstrator vehicle.
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